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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
A message from Francine Madden, Executive Director, and highlights from 2018

In 2006, when we officially launched CPeace,

the best possible ways to assess and hire for a

we made an explicit decision to focus our

CCT apprenticeship. This last effort was an

efforts on 1) building receptivity for real,

especially gratifying process. We heard

transformative change in the way the

repeatedly from the apprentice candidates how

conservation field approaches conflict over

grateful they were to have gone through such a

wildlife, and 2) demonstrating consistent,

deeply considerate, reflective learning

significant impacts through the integration of

experience during the assessment process.

Conservation Conflict Transformation (CCT)

Offering a paid apprenticeship may seem

where deep-rooted social conflicts over

unique in today’s world where ‘just get it done’

wildlife exist. We figured that once we

is too often the approach. But we

demonstrated the impact, we

hold to the belief that if we want

would focus on building the
organization—additional staff
capacity, diversified funding,
board capacity and diversity—
to support sustained growth
and impactful change well
into the future. What we didn’t
anticipate was that once
demand took off, we would be too
busy trying to meet that demand for
years! We couldn’t slow down enough to
build the organization. So, after completing an
incredible case on wolves in Washington state
this year, CPeace’s board and staff said ‘now is
the time!’
Consequently, in 2018 we began to focus on
internal organizational development, in
addition to external capacity-building work and
some smaller conflict interventions. We hired a
fundraising consultant; developed our board
recruitment materials and process; and
investigated, researched, designed, and tested

to raise and maintain the
standard of practice in this
work—if we want to ensure
our staff can not only
hammer a nail, but build a
house that withstands the
test of time—we need to
invest in the people doing the
work and our organizational
capacity to achieve excellence. We
believe in setting people (staff, clients,
stakeholders, and our community of practice)
up for lasting success. I am deeply proud of
our principles, our vision, and our efforts to
address conflicts over wildlife, fish, and other
natural resources around the world.
While we focus on expanding CPeace,
maintaining the consistently-high quality of
our work, and ensuring broad, positive
impacts, I want to share our longer-term
vision for CPeace. As CPeace continues to be
recognized for the innovation we bring to
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conservation and communities, over the next

others practicing CCT, not just in the short

10-15 years, we intend to expand our staff and

term, but for lasting, sustainable change.

services. We will have a small, highly-talented
team of staff who possess a high level of

We cannot achieve this vision alone. We need

mastery in CCT, as well as staff specializing in

your help to leverage significant impact if we

monitoring and evaluation, research, and

are to achieve this in the next 10-15 years. A

development. Further, we intend to turn our

generous donor has pledged $50k toward hiring

attention and services toward offering

our next apprentice, but we need additional

apprenticeships to others—perhaps someone

funding for that program. Financial support for

from a fish and wildlife agency in Africa, or a

our scholarship fund is needed so that

community organization in Asia, or a

individuals who are working to transform

conservation organization in the U.S. Our goal

conservation conflicts can build their capacity

is to provide rigorous, comprehensive support

to be more effective in their work. Some of

to others working on conservation conflicts, so

them have been waiting years for funding to

that they can bring new capacity and wisdom

secure this capacity, but we can’t give it to

back to their home area, project, or

them without your contribution! Remember

organization—with the same high standard of

that you can earmark your contribution to

practice that we expect from ourselves. As a

support someone working on the issues,

result, at the end of each apprenticeship, these

communities, or species you care most about.

practitioners will seed impactful, positive
change for their communities, projects,

Every day, CPeace is making a significant

wildlife, and institutions. Additionally, in this

difference in our world. We can triple that

time, we will serve an increasingly larger,

impact in the next 2 years, but only with your

richer community of practice by advancing this

support.

strong body of work and fostering
opportunities to share what we and others have
learned. We will continue our capacity-building
and intervention work as we support
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2018 HIGHLIGHTS
After 3.5 years, CPeace successfully concluded its longest-term conflict intervention contract in the organization’s
history, having worked with thousands of stakeholders to transform the conflict around wolves in Washington
state.
To build awareness about Conservation Conflict Transformation, CPeace held introductory workshops on two
continents, gave keynote presentations, and participated in panels at events around the world.
CPeace developed a rigorous and innovative process to hire the organization’s first apprentice, thereby expanding
our capacity to address conservation conflicts.
Our work on wolves garnered media attention from multiple U.S. outlets, including a profile in The Washington
Post Magazine in December.
CPeace worked with partners and CCT-enthusiasts to schedule 3 public capacity-building workshops and at least 3
private workshops for 2019.
After being selected to participate in the PEACE Project, CPeace worked with a mentor at the Alliance for
Peacebuilding to advance our monitoring and evaluation strategy.
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PROGRAM UPDATES
Noteworthy accomplishments and activities in 2018

WOLVES IN WASHINGTON
Beginning in 2015, the Center for Conservation Peacebuilding was contracted by the Washington
Department of Fish and Wildlife to help address the social conflict around wolves in Washington
state. To fulfill our mission of transforming conflict to create sustainable solutions for people and
wildlife, CPeace offers capacity-building, strategic guidance, and conflict intervention services. In
the case of wolves in Washington, all three of these services were employed. Working with
Washington’s Wolf Advisory Group (WAG) and numerous other stakeholders, CPeace implemented a
Conservation Conflict Transformation (CCT) process based on trust and mutual respect that allowed
the WAG members and others to collaboratively develop a plan for wolf coexistence in their state.
2018 marked the conclusion of this contract for CPeace, but the CCT process lives on! In a
conservation conflict, the length and nature of CPeace’s involvement depends on a variety of
factors, but the goal is always to build capacity for CCT within the system, so that local people can
continue working toward peace and coexistence after CPeace is no longer involved. In Washington,
local people now have the foundation, relationships, and experience to cooperatively build locallyacceptable wildlife coexistence strategies that will endure over time. It has been our great honor to
work with the people of Washington toward this noble goal.

JOIN US FOR A WORKSHOP IN 2019!
Interested in building your capacity to address complex conservation conflicts? In 2019, CPeace will
offer three open-to-the-public workshops:
Advanced Application of CCT – 11-15 March 2019 – Washington, DC
Fundamentals of CCT – 29 April-3 May 2019 – Estes Park, CO
Fundamentals of CCT – 12-17 September 2019 – Arusha, Tanzania
Details and registration can be found at www.cpeace.ngo, or email hello@cpeace.ngo with any
questions.
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2018 OUTREACH
Here at CPeace, we believe the world needs more
Conservation Conflict Transformation (CCT)! To
raise awareness about CCT, we led and
participated in a number of panels, workshops,
and presentations in 2018. These included the
Giraffe Conservation Science Symposium in
Virginia, the North American Wildlife and Natural
Resources Conference in Virginia, the Pathways
Europe conference in Germany, PeaceCon 2018
in Washington, D.C., and a Human-Nature
Interactions and Conflict Management in the
Mountain Environment symposium in Italy. Many
thanks to everyone who attended and helped
coordinate these sessions. You can follow
CPeace on Facebook or Twitter to find out where
we’ll pop up next!

APPRENTICESHIP IN CCT
If you followed CPeace in 2018, you likely saw that we developed and implemented a plan to hire our
first apprentice. Demand for CPeace’s services exceeds our capacity to provide those services;
offering an apprenticeship is one step toward meeting that demand. Continuing our tradition of
innovation in human-wildlife coexistence and bridging conservation and peacebuilding, CPeace did
not offer a standard position opening, but instead sought an apprentice who will spend
approximately 18 months immersed in the nitty gritty of Conservation Conflict Transformation. The
apprentice will lead CPeace’s capacity-building workshops at the conclusion of the apprenticeship
and—with additional learning, practice, and mastery—eventually facilitate CPeace conflict
interventions around complex conservation issues.
In hiring the apprentice, CPeace developed a novel, rigorous assessment process that evaluated
each applicant’s strengths and aptitude for conservation peacebuilding. Over the course of five
months, candidates undertook a multi-step journey that provided numerous opportunities for
mutual evaluation and involved a panel of both internal and external reviewers. Ultimately, we were
thrilled to find multiple phenomenal candidates, and we can’t wait to introduce our new apprentice
in 2019!

FIND CPEACE AT:
P.O. Box 73253, Washington, D.C. 20056, USA

https://cpeace.ngo

@ hello@cpeace.ngo

